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Abstract. The authors have introduced the concept of logarithmically relative h preinvex func-
tion which is a generalized form of previously known concepts [9, 11], and try to establish some
new Hermite-Hadamard type integral inequalities for functions whose absolute values of nth
derivatives are logarithmically relative h preinvex.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
In recent years, researchers have paid a lot of attention to study and investigate
the theory of convex functions due to its extensive applications in different fields of
pure and applied sciences. Weir et al. [15] had given a significant generalization of
convex functions by introducing preinvex functions. Varosanec[12], introduced the
h convex functions. Noor et al. [9] have introduced the concept of logarithmic-
ally h preinvex functions, generalizing the concept of logarithmically s preinvex
functions, logarithmically P preinvex functions and logarithmically Q preinvex
functions.
There are many inequalities for convex functions but the most famous is the Hermite-
Hadamard inequality, due to its rich geometrical significance and applications. Hermit-
Hadamard inequlaities for the convex functions and their variant forms are available
in the literature [3–11, 13, 14].
Motivated by the works of Noor et al. [9], Fulga et al. [1], and using the concept of
logarithmically relative h preinvex functions, we have derived some new Hermite-
Hadamard type inequalites.
The paper is arranged in such a way that after this Introduction,in Section 1, the
authors have defined the logarithmically relative h preinvex functions and its relat-
ing consequent concepts, in section 2, the authors have discussed their main results
c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regarding Hermite-Hadamard type integral inequalities, using the concept of Young’s
inquality, Ho¨lder’s inequality, and power mean’s inequality.
Let M be a nonempty closed set in Rn: Let f W M ! .0;1/ be a continuous
function and let  W RnRn! Rn be a continuous bifunction.
Definition 1 ([1]). A set M  Rn is said to be a relative invex (or g invex) with
respect to the map ; if there exists a function g W Rn! Rn such that,
g.a/C t .g.b/;g.a// 2M I 8 a;b 2 Rn W g.a/;g.b/ 2M; t 2 Œ0;1:
Definition 2. LetM Rn be a relative invex set with respect to : Then  relative
path, Pg.a/Ig.c/; joining the points g.a/ and g.c/D g.a/C.g.b/;g.a// is defined
as:
Pg.a/Ig.c/ D fg.d/jg.d/D g.a/C t .g.b/;g.a// I a;b 2M; t 2 Œ0;1g:
Remark 1. For gD I; I an identity function, definition 2 coincides with definition
of  path [14].
Definition 3. Let h W J ! R; where .0;1/  J be an interval in RI let h¤ 0 for
all values of J I let M  Rn be a relative invex set with respect to : A function
f W M ! .0;1/ is said to be logarithmically relative h preinvex (or log .g;h/
preinvex) with respect to ; if
f .g.a/C t .g.b/;g.a/// Œf .g.a//h.1 t/Œf .g.b//h.t/; (1.1)
for a;b 2 Rn such that g.a/;g.b/ 2M; t 2 .0;1/:
f is logarithmically relative h preconcave (or log .g;h/ preconcave) with re-
spect to  whenever the inequality sign in .1:1/ is reversed.
Remark 2. For g.t/D I; I an identity function, definition 3 coincides with defin-
ition of logarithmically h preinvex function[9].
Example 1. Let M D Œ 2; 1SŒ1;2; then obviously M is relative invex for
g W R! RCSf0g and  W RR! R respectively defined by:
g.x/D
(
x2 for jxj  p2
2 for jxj >p2: .x;y/D
(
x y for x:y > 0
2 y for x:y < 0:
Consider, f WM ! .0;1/ defined by
f .x/D arctan.xC2Cp3/ and h.t/D ts;
where s  0: Then f is logarithmically relative h preinvex function with respect to
:
Remark 3. For x Dp2; y D 1; t D 1
2
; s D 1; the above function f is not logar-
ithmically relative h preinvex function.
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Definition 4. A function f WM ! .0;1/ is said to be logarithmically relative
s preinvex (or log .g;s/ preinvex) with respect to ; if
f .g.a/C t .g.b/;g.a/// Œf .g.a//.1 t/s Œf .g.b//ts ;
for a;b 2 Rn such that g.a/;g.b/ 2M; t 2 Œ0;1; s 2 .0;1:
Remark 4. (1) For g.t/ D I; I an identity function, definition 4 coincides
with definition of logarithmically s preinvex function [9].
(2) For h.t/D ts; definition 3 coincides with definition 4.
Definition 5. A function f WM ! .0;1/ is said to be logarithmically relative
P preinvex (or log .g;P / preinvex) with respect to ; if
f .g.a/C t .g.b/;g.a/// Œf .g.a//Œf .g.b//;
for a;b 2 Rn such that g.a/;g.b/ 2M; t 2 Œ0;1:
Remark 5. (1) For g.t/D I; I an identity function, definition 5 coincides
with definition of logarithmically P preinvex function [9].
(2) For h.t/D 1; definition 3 coincides with definition 5.
Definition 6. A function f WM ! .0;1/ is said to be logarithmically relative
Q preinvex (or log .g;Q/ preinvex) with respect to ; if
f .g.a/C t .g.b/;g.a/// Œf .g.a// 11 t Œf .g.b// 1t ;
for a;b 2 Rn such that g.a/;g.b/ 2M; t 2 .0;1/:
Remark 6. (1) For g.t/D I; I an identity function, definition 6 coincides
with definition of logarithmically Q preinvex function[9].
(2) For h.t/D 1
t
; definition 3 coincides with definition 6.
Example 2. Let M D Œ 2; 1SŒ1;2; then obviously M is relative invex for
g W R! RCSf0g and  W RR! R respectively defined by
g.x/D
(
x2 for jxj  p2
1 for jxj >p2: .x;y/D x y:
Consider, f WM ! .0;1/ defined by f .x/D arctan.xC2C/ for  > 0 and h.t/D
1
t
: Then f is logarithmically relative Q preinvex function with respect to :




tx 1.1  t /y 1dt; x;y > 0:




tx 1.1  t /y 1dt; 0 ´ 1I x;y > 0:
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2. RESULTS
For establishing some new Hermite-Hadamard type integral inequalities for n times
differentiable functions such that jf .n/j are logarithmically relative h preinvex func-
tions, we need the following result, which is a generalization of a result proved by
Wang et al. [14, Lemma1].
Lemma 1 ([2]). Let AR be an open relative invex subset with respect to  WR
R!R; with a;b 2A and .g.a/;g.b//¤ 0: If f WR!R is n times differentiable















































where the above summation is zero for nD 1;2
Before going to our main results, we make the following assumptions:
(1) fAn WD j.g.a/;g.b//jnnŠ2nC2










Theorem 1. Let A  R be a relative invex subset with respect to  W RR!
R; with a;b 2 A and .g.a/;g.b// ¤ 0: Suppose that f W A! .0;1/ is n times
differentiable function and f .n/ is integrable on the  relative path Pg.b/Ig.c/; such


















































 eBn;k.t/qk dt# for n 2:
(2.2)
Proof. Since g.b/C t.g.a/;g.b// 2 A for every t 2 .0;1/; by Lemma 1 and






























































































































































for n 2: (2.6)
A combination of .2:3/-.2:6/ yields the desired result. 

























































C R 10P2kD1  eBn;k.t/q2dt
#
for n 2:
Theorem 2. Let A  R be a relative invex subset with respect to  W RR!
R; with a;b 2 A and .g.a/;g.b// ¤ 0: Suppose that f W A! .0;1/ is n times
differentiable function and f .n/ is integrable on the  relative path Pg.b/Ig.c/; such




























































kD1eBn;k.t/q3 dt# for n 2:
(2.7)
Proof. Since g.b/C t.g.a/;g.b// 2A for every t 2 .0;1/; by Lemma 1, Young’s







































































































































Theorem 3. Let A  R be a relative invex subset with respect to  W RR!
R; with a;b 2 A and .g.a/;g.b// ¤ 0: Suppose that f W A! .0;1/ is n times
differentiable function and f .n/ is integrable on the  relative path Pg.b/Ig.c/; such


























































CR 10 j.n 2t/tn 1jr P2kD1eBn;k.t/q3 dti for n 2:
(2.8)
Proof. Since g.b/C t.g.a/;g.b// 2A for every t 2 .0;1/; by Lemma 1, Young’s


















































































































































.1;1/C R 10 j.n 2t/tn 1j P2kD1eBn;k.t/q3 dti for n 2:
Theorem 4. Let A  R be a relative invex subset with respect to  W RR!
R; with a;b 2 A and .g.a/;g.b// ¤ 0: Suppose that f W A! .0;1/ is n times
differentiable function and f .n/ is integrable on the  relative path Pg.b/Ig.c/; such

































eA1P2kD1R 10  eB1;k.t/q3 dt 1q3  q3 12q3 11  1q3 for nD 1


















Proof. Since g.b/C t.g.a/;g.b//2A for every t 2 .0;1/; by Lemma 1, Ho¨lder’s









































































































Corollary 4. Under the conditions of theorem 4 for nD 2; we have




























Theorem 5. Let A  R be a relative invex subset with respect to  W RR!
R; with a;b 2 A and .g.a/;g.b// ¤ 0: Suppose that f W A! .0;1/ is n times
differentiable function and f .n/ is integrable on the  relative path Pg.b/Ig.c/; such



































eAnP2kD1R 10 j.n 2t/tn 1j eBn;k.t/q3 dt 1q3   n 1nC11  1q3 for n 2:
Proof. By using the weighted power mean inequality and the similar techniques
used in theorem 4, we can prove this theorem. 





























(eA1 P2kD1 R 10 j.n 2t/tn 1j eB1;k.t/dt for nD 1eAn P2kD1 R 10 j.n 2t/tn 1j eBn;k.t/dt for n 2:
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Remark 7. If g.t/D I; where I is an identity function, then our results coincide
the results for logarithmically h preinvex functions.
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